[Osteoblast reaction on SLA and microgrooved implant surfaces].
The osseointegration process of dental implants depends on the tissue reaction at the tissue-implant interface. Osteoblasts are the main cells responsible for the regulation of osteoinduction. The manner and kinetics of the tissue reaction crucially depend on the interaction between osteoblasts and the morphology of the implant surface. The aim of this study was to investigate osteoblast behaviour on different implant surfaces (smooth, microgrooved, SLA) under standardized conditions. For this in vitro investigation we used primary bovine osteoblasts. Attachment kinetics, proliferation rate and synthesis of bone-associated proteins were used as parameters for cell reaction. The results demonstrate that both attachment and adhesion strength of the primary cell surface interaction was higher on the microgrooved surfaces than on SLA surfaces. The proliferation rate of cells and the synthesis of bone-specific proteins were higher on microgrooved surfaces in contrast to SLA surfaces. Ultrastructural analysis revealed phenotypic osteoblast-like cells on smooth and microgrooved surfaces, whereas cells on SLA surfaces showed a more fibroblastic appearance. This study demonstrates that the morphology of the implant surface determined the subsequent osteoblast reaction. An optimal cell reaction was found at surfaces which are smooth in the microenvironment of osteoblasts.